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i have recently been making water-based ceramic tile coasters that are made using ceramic tiles that i picked up at a local tile
store. i have found that the best color to use on these coasters is a white color. i chose not to use any glaze on them, but i did

take a photo of the tile before applying the duplicolor high gloss enamel, so you can see what it looks like in the picture. i
found a product online that is said to be a “true” sealant. i was very excited until i read the directions. they are extremely
vague and don’t really give any specifics, so i’m unsure if it will work on my tiles. i am using this on white tiles, but if it is

supposed to be used on colored tiles, i don’t know how it would work. i’ve had absolutely no luck finding anything that works,
and if this stuff is good, i’d love to know how it works so i can use it on other projects as well. i want to try this stuff on glass
tiles as well. i am so frustrated i have made over 70 coasters and after using several coats of the dupli-color spray (repeated
original directions because the first time i found my mug stuck and left a wring during testing) i find the mug test still results
in sticking and it left a wring. ive searched forever to find a sealant and the winner is the dupli-color. im desperate to find a

sealer that will work so i can finally gift these coasters. please, any suggestions welcomed i didnt bake it, i wouldnt in case of
any fumes. however i have to say that others have since tested this product and some people say it still sticks for them unless

they bake it. for the products that failed for me, some people say those products work perfectly for them and dont stick. so
unless you are using resin, there so far doesnt seem to be any single product that has worked for everyone.
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